Lollipop Wall Goes a Long Way for Bull Charge

The Bull Charge Lollipop Wall took place at VivoCity over the weekend. Hatched with the
intention to raise funds for Bull Charge 2014, the Lollipop Wall has become an event which has
brought much joy and laughter to all – a true embodiment of charity. Lianhe Zaobao sums up
the event most aptly with their Saturday article headline, “Singapore’s Largest Lollipop Wall,
Constructed with Lots of Love.”

The event setup that took place the night before was no easy affair. With so much to do in so
little time, the event crew commenced their race against time. Contractors and helpers worked
in tandem to lay the carpet, assemble the wall structure, drill the holes, and insert 30,000 Chupa
Chups lollipops, all before the opening on Friday. Despite the mad rush to complete the wall in
time, the short amount of time it took to rally reinforcements is commendable, a feat even the
SAF would be proud of.

During the 3 days of the event, people from all walks of life came to share several sweet
moments. A particularly memorable highlight of event came in the form of a young girl, who
obviously loved lollipops. This young girl donated $10 but chose not to pick any lollipops off the
wall. When asked why, she simply replied “my dad says that I have to learn the true meaning of
charity – to give and expect nothing in return”. It was priceless lesson to learn from.

From setup to teardown, there was great joy in every moment of the event. Throughout history,
walls have been built to set up a divide. This wall, on the contrary, was set up to break down
the barriers of inhibitions people had towards giving. Most importantly the wall served to bridge
the gap between us and the underprivileged.

In closing, a whopping sum of $11.5k was raised through donations at VivoCity. This brings the
grand total raised by the Lollipop Wall to $172k, which will go towards meeting the $2 million
goal for Bull Charge 2014. The organisers would like to thank the following sponsors for their
generous contribution towards the phenomenal success of the Lollipop Wall:
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